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Frorn The Editors The first anniversary of this publication also celebrates the tenth
anniversary of the Society and the opportunity has been taken to include the first of a series
of excerpts from the Society's Bulletins. In another medium - pictures - the exhibition at the
end of July proved what a wealth of material survives to illustrate the history of Campden
and District. One purpose of the exhibition was to alert everyone to the value and interest of
old photographs and this certainly seems to have been achieved. The Society will always be
grateful to have the opportunity to see and - if permitted - copy old pictures and documents.
If any such items can no longer be housed, please don't throw them away; contact CADHAS
and they can be looked after in our own archives.

Another result of the exhibition has been a widespread feeling that there is a need for a Town
Museum. Some members of the Society have thought this for quite a time but many visitors
to the display put this forward most strongly. A permanent centre where records, including
those for family history research, could be kept and consulted and where a series of displays
could be seen, would be useful and interesting to all. It perhaps is never "tkle right time" to
make a suggestion of this sort or to try and bring such a scheme to fruition but the views and
ideas of members would be warmly welcomed.

Hitoial Committee.'Frank Johnson, Allan Warmington, Jill Wilson;
l4Pear Tree Close, Chipping Campden, Glos. GL55 6DB
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A note on the history of the building which is now

Broad Campden Meeting House

Jack Wood

Sitting in the meeting house one night last winter, I saw, for the first time, the qutline of a

large chimney-piece and flue in the wall between the two windows looking onto the burial

ground. It covers almost all the space between the two windows and was about six feet wide

at the bottom tapering to a small outlet at the top. It is clearly seen in artificial light but is not

at all obvious in the day time. This has led me to reconsider the history of the building and

this note is by way of a postscript to what I wrote in Some Rural Quakersl. I have consulted

Leonard J.Multon FRIBA, who has kindly visited the meeting house and given me his views

on a number of matters.

Friends have known for some time that the building is much older than the date when Friends

purchased it, in 1663. The nature and large size of the good stone blocks forming the

foundations, and the existence of massive oak "ship's timbers," indicate ttrat it was originally

built in the early Tudor period - say around 1500. The building was for long described in

deeds etc. as "two bays of housing"; in earlier times this indicated a building of

approximately 30'x 15'and it could be a building to house (say) oxen or be used as a

dwelling place. There are four windows, unusually large and high off the ground, which may

indicate late Tudor alteration - say around 1600. Friends seem to have worshipped there in

the 1650s when John and Prudence Hitchman (who were Friends) lived there. They sold it to

the meeting in 1663 and built a house for themselves next door at what is now Box Cottage.

Friends enlarged the meeting house in 1677, by adding another "bay of housiog", and in the

process the roof was raised about a foot.

If the windows were put in about 1600 AD - we cannot be sure about this - the fireplace

may have been added at that time. Before about 1600 AD such buildings would have had a

fire in the middle of the room and a hole in the roof. From about 1600 onwards, dwelling

houses could have a fireplace in the wall with an outside chimney. So it seems not an

unreasonable proposition that, whatever the history of the building in an earlier Tudor period,

it was used as a dwelling with windows and a fireplace from around 1600. The chimney was

of stone and the fireplace was presumably used for both heating and cooking. The chimney

does not seem to have been tall enough - it may have smoked - and was extended upwards

by courses of bricks on older stonework. The bricks are thinner than we would have today

and probably date from about 1700 - when bricks of that type were being made in

Worcestershire. We know of this chimney from an old photograph of the back of the meeting

house and a sketch2 made from it is given below. The photograph is undated and, from the

look of it, may have been taken between the 1920s and 1940s. We know that the chimney

had disappeared by 1960, when a new photograph was taken when Friends bought back the

building to restore it. The 1960 photo shows the slates depressed where the chimney had

been. Restoration included substantial rebuilding of the roof and there is now no sign of the

chimney externally, in the internal roof space or on the floor of the meeting room. (NB The

chimney may have been higher than shown in the sketch - the photograph cut off its top).

The building ceased to be used by Friends in 1874, and had a number of temporary uses

thereafter - a Blockley Evangelist had it for a time, so did St James Church, Chipping

Campden as well as the Baptists and Primitive Methodists. In the 1920s it was used as a
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village club for young men and, during the war, British and American soldiers were billeted

there. Thereafter it does not seem to have been used, other than as a barn. It had earlier been

sold by Friends but the late Charles Tyson bought it back in 1960. He and other Friends

restored it and it was reopened as a meeting house in 1962.
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It is hard to guess when the fireplace was removed and the resulting cavity in the wall filled
up (rather badly) with local stone. It may have been removed as it took up too much spirce -

it could have extended some three feet out from the wall. Removal would have meant that
the building was very cold in winter and it seems likely that the change was not made until a
form of heating not calling for a chimney was available. This could have been paraffin
heating which was available earlier this century. It seems probable to me that the change was
made when troops were there during the war - they are more likely to have complained, and
been able to obtain the necessary money, than earlier tenants!

If the assumptions above are right, then the early Tudor building was a dwelling house by
about 1600 and may have been used for that purpose earlier. The chinmey was probably
there when Friends took over in 1663, and the fireplace available for use until earlier this
century. I have often wondered on a cold duy, and despite our electrical heating, how Friends
in previous cenfuries survived meetings in winter lasting two and more hours in a damp and
cold room. Now, it seems, they had a big fireplace for over 200 years.

Notes

I Jack V.Wood Some Rural Quakers Sessions I99l pp74 - 79.
2 by Ann Todd
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Excerpts from CADHAS Bulletin No.3

The Campden and District Historical and Archaeological Society which was established in

1984, imrnediately began to communicate with members through a series of Bulletins. This

tradition still continues. Over the years a number of entries have covered matters which in

future will be included in Nofes and Queries and other items are of intrinsic general interest.

Excerpts from past editions of the Bulletin will be included in N & Q from time to time.

BULLETIN No. 3 October. 1984. P.2.

Kennaway Commonplace/Knowles Scrapbook

Canon Charles E.Kennaway, vicar of Campden in the l9ttt centur!, kept a

commonplace book for the greater part of his incumbency, in which were included many

details of the parish records. A few facts appear to have been added by the three subsequent

incumbents. As well as handwritten material, a number of newspaper cuttings and some

printed material were also included.

At some time, probably during or just after the lst World War, Mr.T.W.Knowles,

resident agent to the Earl of Harro*by, obtained possession of the book. Mr.Knowles was

then living at Weston-sub-Edge.Until about 1953 Mr.Knowles used the book as a family

album, in which he either pasted or glued photographs, cuttings letters, telegrams and other

papers concerning his family and their life in Weston and Sandon (to where he subsequenfly

moved), together with other material concerning major events of national importance,

including the abdication of King Edward VIII. This material obscures the larger part of that

accumulated by Canon Kennaway and is so firrnly fixed that scientific methods would

probably be needed to remove it.

Sometime after the Second World War copies of those pages compiled by Canon

Kennaway and not pasted over by Mr Knowles came into the possession of St.James's

Church archives, but the circumstances are not recorded. Recently Prebendary I.Knowles, the

son of Mr.T.W.Knowles, got in touch with Mr Owen-Jones, the church Archivist, and asked

whether anyone would like to see the book. As a result the Chairman called to see

Prebendary Knowles in June 1984, and persuaded him to lend the book to St.James's Church

so that copies of pages of interest to Campden might be copied. This has been done but much

historical information lies buried in the book covered by the Knowles material. Some of the

Knowles material is, however, of great local interest.

BULLETIN No. 3 October. 1984. p.2

Culvert leading into the Coneygree

The new housing development above the Coneygree has revealed an old culvert or
'drock' leading down into the Coneygree. By kind permission of the building firm, a section

of the 'drock' was cleared and photographed. It was, however, impossible to date it and

according to the Curator of the Corinium Museum, could have been constructed at any time

between the Roman and Victorian eras.
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A Lost Farm in Westington

Geoffrey W.Lane

My ancestors were glaziers and plumbers in Campden for upwards of 270 years, from at least
the days of James I to those of Victoria. Ten generations back, William Lane, glazier, was a
young man in 1608 when John Smith of Nibley drew up his famous list of Glouqestershire
men capable of military service. We learn that William was of less than average height -

suitable to fight with a caliver (a light firearm) - and that he lived in the manor of Westington
and Combe, whereof Smitlr, gent. is lord. But is it possible to discover exactly where he
lived, and does his house still exist?

William Lane was succeeded in his trade by his son Richard, and by good luck the
Inventoryl drawn up when Richard died in 1689 has been preserved: A tew and perfect
Inventory of all the goods and Chattlees of Richard Lane late of Westington in the County of
Glowcester Glasher Dec'd: taken and praised the 2nd day of April Anno dom. 1689 ....

John West, in Village Records (Macmillan 1962), suggests that it may sometimes be possible
to match inventories like this with actual houses, although his own efforts in his chosen
Worcestershire village were not very successful, and in the examples he gives real
inventories are matched with imaginary houses. Can we do any better with this one?

Richard Lane's inventory again places the family firmly in Westington, and as the catalogue
of possessions unfolds, it becomes clear that they were small-scale farmers, as well as
tradesmen. The inventory, like those West quotes, enumerates his belongings room by room
- so taking the reader on a guided tour of the house and giving some idea of its size and
layout. Here are the details in the order given:

t s d
3 0 0Imprimis for his personable Apparil and moneys in his pocet

Itm: in the Lower Chamber: for the bed and all as belongeth
to the bed, the Chest 8 Paire of Sheets 1 press I Chaire
1 table

Itm: In the Halle: I Tabe bord lrrestle tableJ2 Joyn stools
I forme 4 Chaires screen

for the Brass and putter [pewter]
itm: in the Buttrey 3 barriells 2 pailes 3 Cowls I Chees-press
itm: for the working tools in the Shop
itm: for the bed and all other furniture in

the Roome over the Hall
for the furniture of the other Chambers
for the Corne in the Barne and the Crope on the Grounde
for foure Cows
for Sheep
for Bacon llast year's pig\

for the fan in the Barne and other lumber

3 0 0

1 0 0
1 0 0

1 0 0 0
8 0 0

0 1 0 0
1 0 0

0 1 0  0
Summe is 32 16 8

1 0 0
2 0 0
0 6 8
1 1 0 0

It will be seen that the farm, small as it was, made up roughly two-thirds of Richard's wealth.
The appraisers could have given more detail: for instance there is nothing about his fireplace
equipment - the andirons and spits which often figure in these inventories. But from the
information we are given we can picture a house with at least seven rooms (asuming the shop
was indoors, as the sequence suggests it was) and with a barn alongside. Does it still exist?
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And is there any way of telling which one it is? This is where I, as a foreigner would

welcome any advice local people can offer.

In fact there is only a handful of old houses in Westington, and one or two of these seem to

be the wrong size, even allowing for alterations. Information in old title deeds might help to

narrow the field still further, if only by eliminating those known to have been in other hands.

So far I have found only two further references to Richard Lane's farm. The first is a lease

recorded by Percy Rushen.2

2O May 1728 Fine €8 Rent f3. To William Lane of Chipping Campden, glazier, for lives of

lessee and Ann Lane, and Ann wife of Joseph Hyatt of Broadway, baker, one messuage and half

yardland dispened in Westington.

We are now two generations further on. Richard's son John died in 1727 , and it seems, the

old "lease in three names" died with him. William who was John's son and heir, renewed it in

the name of himself, his widowed mother Ann (n6e Gibbs) and his married sister Ann Hyatt.

The final reference is in William's will of 1756.3

"..... f give and bequeath unto my loving sister Anne Hyet of Broadway all the right title interest

and form of yeares I have or can claim in a messuage or dwelling house and half yardland arable

meadow and pasture lying in Westington ....."

William's will disposes of three other properties in Campden itself, and it is clear that the

house in Westington no longer played any part in the family business. And so the tiny farm

(all 16 acres or so) passed out of the Lane family, 43 years before such "dispersed"

smallholdings were swallowed up by the Campden Enclosure Act. I do not yet know what

the Hyatts did with it, though as bakers to the good folk of Broadway they can hardly have

occupied it themselves. Sadly the enclosure map, which might have shown its ownership in

1799, and even which strips of field made up its half yardland, has disappeared.

Unless by some miracle other manorial documents come to light we are unlikely ever to

know how the Lanes acquired their farm. It could have come into the family by marriage, in

the same way as it left. Or perhaps the Lanes were tenant farmers who had lived in

Westington for centuries - and had then started up a useful side-line in glazing and other

work involving lead, such as plumbing and repairing the church roof. If so, it is even possible

that the lane from which they took their name back in the Middle Ages was also in

Westington, or somewhere close by. On the other hand they could just as well have been

incomers, perhaps itinerant glaziers who found their way to Campden at a time of intensive

building activity and decided to settle down. My own preference is for the long-standing

tenants because their recorded history seems more the final stage of a gradual progression

from tenant farmers to full-time craftsmen, from a lane in Westington (or somewhere similar)

to Campden High Street.

I still hope that one day someone living in Westington will take down a porch or uncover a

fireplace beam, and there will be found the tell-tale inscription - "RL 1680" or better still

"'w'L 1560."

Notes
Gloucestershire Record Office: 1689 (19); with the permission of the Right Reverend

Bishop of Gloucester
History & Antiquities of Campden, Percy Rushen
Gloucestershire Record Office: 1756 (78); with the permission of the Right Reverend

Bishop of Gloucester

2
3
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Unchanging Mickleton - Part 1

Allan Warmington

I suppose one could say that Mickleton would not be the place it is today had it not been for

King Ethelred the Unready. He may not have been a wise king, but he was an active one.

One of his acts was to confirm in the year 1005 a grant of a considerable number of estates to

the newly established abbey of Eynsham in Oxfordshire. Most of these were quite near to

Eynsham, but among the more distant ones is Mycclantune,literally the "great farmstead" - a

place that, it appears, had once been held by King Edgar and then by a magnate called

Brihtnoth.

The charter includes a survey of the bounds of Mickleton. In modern English they nrn as

follows :

These are the bounds of Mickleton: first to the stone; from the stone to Greenbrook; along the brook to

the ditch; from the ditch to Athulfe's tree, to the street; along the street to Hysemanne's thorn; from the

thorn to Badela's brook; along the brook as far as the two-ways fthe confluence]; along the brook to the

slade; from the slade to the boundary of the Camp people and Westham; then along the way to

Marcombe spring [the sping at the boundary valley]: from the spring to Hengist's combe; from the

combe to Oppa's brook; along the brook to Wulfgythe's bridge; from the bridge to the street; then

again to the stone.

Does this make any sense to today's Mickletonians? At first sight, perhaps not. It needs

some thought. But these bounds follow very closely today's parish boundary. Like most

boundary descriptions of that period, it starts at a particular point and proceeds in a clockwise

direction all round the nine miles or so of the boundary and back to the starting point. Let us

look at it in detail.

The "stone" is rather a problem, and we will come back to consider it at the end. The next

stage is an easy one. Perhaps some residents of Granbrook Road do not realise how old is its

name (greenbrook, or grenenbroc in Anglo-Saxon). We obviously join the Granbrook at the
point where the three counties of Gloucestershire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire now

meet, at the most northerly point of Mickleton parish (a rather remote place, but one where

the clay bed of the brook makes it look distinctly green).

We follow the brook (as does the Warwickshire boundary) for about a mile and a quarter, to

ttre "ditch". Ditches and banks were very corlmonly built as artificial boundary markers for

these old estates, though this is the only ditch mentioned in Mickleton. It is probably the one

that leaves the Granbrook a short way to the west of the Clopton road, crossing the road and

curving on up the slope beside a hedge, still followed today by the County boundary. The

ditch continues for about 500 yards, and ends near a spring just below the steepest part of the

bank. Athulfe's tree must have stood on top of the scarp - a stiff climb to where there is now

a clump of beech trees.

But why a named tree? Quite often such a tree would have marked the place where a

malefactor had been hanged. Is it significant that 'Hangman's Lane' lies not too far away?

The boundary, marked by a low bank and hedge, then makes its way straight to the "street":
(the road from Lower Quinton), where it turns along the road towards Hidcote. So far, then,

we have accounted for Greenbrook, the dirch, the tree and the street.
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The boundary is said to leave the street at the point where Hysemann's thorn tree stood. The
thorn tree has long since disappeared, but the modern boundary leaves the road at the end of
a plantation just beyond Kiftsgate Court, running in a wide arc along the edge of a steep
dene, across the Bakers Hill road and then along a ditch and a hedge to the source of a brook
near Harvestpiece barns. It then follows the brook down past Longlands Farm, Longlands
Cottages and Mickleton Hills.

And the name of the brook? It is not named on my map, but it is the one that flows on down
past Campden Research Station, where it is known as Battle brook. Sorry, Campden.
There's no real evidence of a battle near Campden station. It was Badela's brook a thousand
years ago - just as Battleton Brook in Evesham was Pedredan at that time and Patterton two
hundred years ago. These are typical of the changes in English placenames.

Anyway, Mickleton boundary runs down Badela's brook to the place where a smaller brook
joins it, not far from the railway. Then it turns back up the tributary to what the charter calls

the "slade". Sbd is another common term in these old charters, and usually means a broad-
bottomed valley or dell, sometimes wet or marshy - an excellent description of the Campden

side of the last few hundred yards of this part of the boundary. Along this interesting stretch,

behind Hillsdown House, the Mickleton side of the brook is in places 20 feet or more higher

than the low, marshy field and orchard on the Campden side - a natural feature followed by

both the ancient and the modern boundaries.

Now comes the strange reference on campsetana gemfre and wnsthihma; thonne andlang

weges on mbrcumbes wylle; (to the Camp people's boundary with Westham; then along the

way to the boundary valley spring). And perhaps we should let the story stay there until next

time, giving readers the chance to work out its meaning.

Coins found in Campden

Jill Wilson

I have recently been shown 46 coins found over a period of years in gardening in Campden.

As might be expected most were of the 19th and 20th centuries. A William & Mary

halfoenny of 1694, being much worn could have continued in use for a century or more. Of

especial interest, however, are two earlier items. A 17th century trade token from Shipston is

still easily legible. Obverse EDWARD PETTWAY * (Ironmongers'Arms); Reverse OF

SHIpSTON * (& within legend -) E P set in five stars. The oldest of all is a Roman coin, as

yetunidentified but possible 2nd or 3rd century AD. Obverse bare head r., draped bust, A in

field behind head, Reverse mounted man about to spear a kneeling and pleading figure.

Neither legend is readable. The latter may have been brought here, of course, as a curiosity,

but it is reasonable to assume that the Shipston token arrived by way of normal business. If

anyone has any more coins found hereabouts I should be pleased to hear of them (and will be

glad to attempt to identify them). A study of more coins might throw a useful light on aspects

of Campden about which history is silent-
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Broad Campden Man Drunk and Disorderly -

Fined 6s. 8d. at Woodstock

Jill Wilson

John Moslie, of Broad Campden, confessed to drawing his sword and threatening actions at

Woodstock Fairl in 1611, "being as he thinketh drunk." His "fyne" for "disordering himselfe

in the faier"z was 6s. 8d. t33p.l.We know of two John Moseleys in Broad Campden at about

this time.3 Both are husbandmen - one described as "thelder," was 40 or more years of age,

shortish in height and was recorded as a "trayned soldyer."3 The other is of about the same

age and height.3 In the 1607 survey one entry lists John Moseley qs holding a messuage and

tenement etc at Broad Campden valued at f,20 9s. 2d. p.a.4 There is no indication to enable

us to determine which of these two was guilty of a breach of the peace when in his cups, but

I am tempted to guess it was the retired soldier!

Notes

I Wrcdstock Chamberlains'Accounts 1609 - 50,p 16
ed. M.Maslen. The Oxfordshire Record Association, Vol.58. 1993.

2 Ibid. p 21.
3 Men & Armour for Gloucestenhire in 1608, p 90.

John Smith. Allan Sutton, 1980.
4 Suruey of Cam@en 1607 - I,The Cranfield Papers,

trans. Allan Warmington, (unpublished).

Replies and Correspondence

"The Hiton" would like to thank everyone who has given information in response to the queries published in

previous i.s.sue,s. The replies rereived (sometimes from more than one source) are summarised below. (As with

the Queies, the replies are given anonymously, except where permission to name the source has been given). If

you can add to these or can help with unanswered queies or add to replies already given, please let us lotow.

t0l0l The Hartwell family. The builder referred to was Mr Edgar Hartwell (b.1885)

who was in business in Weston-sub-Edge from 1908 to 1958. His father was born in about

the 1840s. His son, Peter, was in business in Weston as a timber merchant until his recent

death.
lnterestingly the Churchyard Survey has shown that a W.Hartwqll was the maker of a
number of tombstones (seven recorded to the time of writing) dated mainly in the second half

of last century. However, can anyone add to this information for the eighteenth century?

t0111 The Cotterell family. As Nelson has shown, (Chipping Campden, 1975) Edgar

Harnvell, (see above), married Edith Mary Cotterell in 1924. He indicates (pp106 and 107)

that there is arr indirect connection with Edward Stokes Cotterell.

Issue I Westington Quarries. As a result of Allan Warmington's article in the first

issue some information has been received from the Chairnan of Subtenanea Britannica, the

society that interests itself in everything underground - natural and man-made. At Easter

1904, the Geologists' Association made an Excursion to the Vale of Evesham which included

a visit to Campden and Westington Quarry, where the exposed section through the Upper

Freestone, the Oolite Marl and the Lower Freestone was described being ". . one of the finest

in the North Cotteswolds . . ." [Proc. Geologists'Assoc. 18(5/6),391 - 408]
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Queries
If you can contribute to the answer to the following questions, please contact "The Hitors." 14, Pear Tree

Close, Chipping Campden, GL55 6DB. A witten answer would b most helpful.

Queries

Lygon Arms An innocent enquiry about the Noel Arms in issue 1 and the reply in issue
2, has raised a further, more complicated question, this time involving the Lygon Arms!
Rushen says (no date) that the George sign was transferred from the present Lygon Arms to
the Noel when the latter became an hotel. He also says (again no date) that the Lygon was
once the White Hart. If this is correct, this must have been before the reign of James I,
because The George was mentioned in Letters Patent granting the Chief Rents by that

monarch (Chipping Campden Today & Yesterday by Josephine Griffiths). The George had
become The Hare and Hounds not later than 1772. Mr A.W.Potter states in a letter to the
CRO that he has seen documents of that date referring to the Hare and Hounds. Presumably
therefore, if Rushen is correct, the Noel Arms was The George by 1772 at the latest!

But when was the Lygon Arms "The George"? t0121

Lady Frieda Harris Research is in progress into the life and work of Lady Frieda Harris
(187S - 1962). She lived and painted at Rolling Stone Orchard, (1938 - 42 approx.). During
this period she painted and exhibited a pack of Tarot cards. She was married to the Liberal
M.P. and Chief Whip, Sir Percy Harris. Can anyone remember her, Sir Percy or any of their
friends? Does anyone know the whereabouts of any of her work, letters or publications?[013]

Smith A family history enquiry from Australia relates to the Smith family. Eliza Smith
of Campden married Dennis Pickering on Christmas Duy, 1845 and they emigrated to
Australia with their three children in 1852. Eliza was the daughter of Richard Smith, a
shoemaker, who lived in Sheep Street. The 1841 census lists Sarah as Richard's wife and
Matilda, Mary, Gavin, Charles, Henry and Richard as Eliza's younger brothers and sisters.
Can anybody please add anything please? Are there any descendants of Richard Smith still
living in the district? t0r4l

Pickering & Figgures The same enquirer also asks for information about the Pickering and
Figgures families of Blockley. The parents of Dennis Pickering (see above) were William
and Sophia (n6e Figgures) Pickering. (The enquirer has already seen the Figgures/Peyton
entry in A BIocHey Miscellany). Has anyone any further information, please? t0l  sl

Wartime Airfield For a time in the early part of World War 2, two fields in Campden either
side of the road (probably the one up Westington Hill) were in use for flying training. One
field was a camp, under canvas, the other for training flights in Harvards. Does anyone recall
the exact location? Harvards were a single engined, two-seater, monoplane used for
advanced training. Does anyone remember hearing what the reference book describes as
"the Harvard's characteristic rasping noten' as it flew overhead? t0r6l

Dover's Games: It is known that the Games were intemrpted during the Civil War, Whitfield
suggesting that William Bartholomew, Vicar of Campden, had them stopped. However,
Francis Burns (Heigh for CotswolA points out that local engagements and skirmishes would
have affected their being held in safety. In any case Dover's Hill is not in the parish of
Campden and the Lord-of-the-Manor or the Vicar of Weston-sub-Edge would have had
jurisdiction there. Does anyone have any further information, please?

-34-
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From the Guild of Handicraft Trust
Frank Johnson

The history of Carrpden this cenhrry owes nnrch to the anival of C.R.Ashbee and his
Cruild of Handicraft in 1902. In this s€nse there is much common ground to be shared
betrveen the Trust and CADHAS..

The Objects of the G.of H. Trust as set out in its Trust Deed'..... shall be to advance
the education of the public in th€ work and influence of the Gtlild of Handicraft and of
other leding artists, craftsmen and craft$women associated with Chipptng Campdat
and the North Cotswolds'. The influences manifest themselves in many ways; not only
in the physical objects which have become a part of our lives but also in the social and
economic conditions which form the structure of our society.

Perhaps by a regular but small contribution to T.{otes & Queries' it will be possible to
draw attention to some of those elements which were gven a fresh impetus by the
anival of C.R.Ashbee and his Guild and which now enrich the quality of life of the
people of Campden and the North Cotswolds.

Education was very much at the c,ore of Ashbee's activities and it is often forgotten
that on 23 June 1888 the School and Guild of Handicraft was fiormally opend. tfs
concept of Education did not conform to the system proposed by the Technical
Education Board and sadly the School closed in January 1895.(l) The move to
Campden provided a fresh opportunity to revive this aspect of his work and so the
Campden School of Arts and Crafts was establishd at the start of this century. The
title was arrived at as a result of 'the advice of His Majesly's Chief Inspector of
Schools. This, however is taken to include not only the merely artistic zubjrcts, but
also zuch as are technologcal on the one hand, and humanistic on the other, and it also
embrac€s certain forms of elernentary instruction.'(2) The Trustees of ttre School
included Walter Crane, W.R.Lethaby and R.Martin Holland. Lectures gtloen in 1903-4
in association with tlre classes gtve some idea of the range of interests catered for;
William Strang - The Work and Drawing of Holbein; C.R.Ashbee ' The Atrbey of
Westminster; Wentworth Huyshe - Heraldry: its symbolisrn" Art and Rornance;
Granville Barker - Wrong and right methods of producing Shakespeare; Geratd Moira
- Dssign in Glass; Douglas Cockerell - Design and Craftsmanship in Bookbinding;
C.R.Ashbee - Old Time Campden: its Life and Sports.(3)

The Annual Reports on the Work of the Campden School of Arts and Crafts provide
an insight into some of the activities of Carnpdonians at the start of this century and I
will develop this further in future articles.

(1) See: Craqfor{ Alan C.R.Ashbee-Architect, Designer & Romantic hcialist '^'ale U.P. l9E5
(2) ReWrt on the Work of tbe Caupden khool of Arts md Crafis 19034.
(3) Ibid.
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Librery and Archive Frank Johnsm

CADHAS Bull*in No 28 October 1992 contained an itern headed 'Opportunities for
Research' in which the committe€ expressed its wish and hope that '.... menrbers would
like to do their own bit of researctr" eittrer as individuals or as memb€rs of small
goups.' It was anticipated that from October 1993 Notes ord Queries wotrld be
published '.... where topics can be discussed and notes made of questions and of recent
findings by members. We should like to encourag€ as many members as possible to
indulge in a little study on some aspect of local history.'

Notes urd Queries has now reached its third edition and we hope members will fe€l
encouraged to undertake some study of interest to than and to share their findings
with others. Study or research should be an arjoyable activity, particularly in the
context of local history. Their are no deadlines to be met and the editors would
welcome r€ports - either of progress or difficulties, or both. If any merrber would
like help in getting started with a project do please ask any menrber of the CADHAS
committee.

In addition to the articles that have already appeared in this journal the following
'noteVpaperVtranscripts' are available in the CADHAS library:

Ashbee, Felicity; Craurford, Alan; MacCartlry, Fiona; Jotursorq Frank Celebrutng
Ashbee

Chater, Brig.J,K . The Volunteer Soldiers of Gloucestershire (&rd elsewlvre)
Fees, Dr. Craig Christmas Mumming in a North Cotswold Town (Doctoral thesis)
flill, Mary History of Chipping Campden Sclwl
Irvine, Rw.W.R Carnfien kpttst Clwrch
James,J. Poor l-aw dacumenx of C.Camfien
Kingsley, Nicholas Cunfien Manor
Mairet, Philip Autobiographical ntd otlwr ryrs
Powell, Geoffrey Notes on a cttlvert ledins into Coneygree
Powell" Geoffiey Notesfor the Booh of Canpden
Powell, Geoffirey Frefurick Griggs, RA. wrd Chippins Cmpden
Warmingto4 Allan Bordesley Abbey ed tlv led at Combe
WarmingtorU Allan Some activities relevwnt to the re<stablislanent of Curpden

khool of Arts & Crafts, 1946
Warmington, Allan Urrclwtging Mickleton
Warmingtorq Allan The impact of Rwntlf ds Blurdville on l3th centary Cunpden
Warmingtorr, Allan The Msnor md Borough of Cunpden in 1273
Warmington, Allan The Dontefuy Mqnor of l^mgeberge cum Mene
Warmington, J.J. Notes on Cwnpden of doys gure by
WarmingoruW.H . Cwnpden Grsnmqr Sch. : ffine remembered inpressions'06-' 1 0
WilsoqJiil Cwron Kenruway: a Yictorimt Vicar of Cmtpden
Reponfrom H.B.M.C. on illvey of Campden Huse
A Reconciliation of the Campfun Inclowre Award
Canpden Clrurch ed tlle Abbey of St. Werburgh's, Chester
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